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Shavuos-Naso 5777 

We don't count down to Shavuos; we count up. Today is one day, today is seventeen days 
which is two weeks and three days, and so on, until today is forty-nine days, which is seven 
weeks. 

Why do we not count down to the great gift of Torah? I'd like to suggest that we're looking 
at it wrong. We're not counting down to receiving the Torah, we're counting up to the day 
we’re worthy of appreciating that gift. 

Essentially, HaShem said, "I'm giving you seven weeks to prepare yourselves." We then count 
and ask, "It's been fifteen days, have I prepared?" or "Now we're up to thirty-seven days, 
have I taken advantage of this time to prepare?" That's why we count up; to see how much 
time we've used or wasted. But that can be depressing. 

The good news is that HaShem is going to give us His gift anyway. The Torah is ours 
on Shavuos. We will still have time to grow in our appreciation of it, as long as we recognize 
that we don't quite understand just how precious it is. 

Imagine a child turns five. One set of grandparents buy him a football, and one set buy him 
1,000 shares of Coca-Cola stock. Who gave him the better gift? Clearly it is the ones who 
gave him the stock which will stand him in good stead not just now, when he's five, but well 
into the future. This is despite the fact that at his age, he thinks the ones who gave him the 
football are the cool ones. 

The same is true of us. We like having a ball, and may not realize the present and future 
value of the Torah, just as the child doesn't understand the stock. But if we realize that 
HaShem is the "cool" one, who gave us the really amazing gift, then He will be OK letting us 
grow into it. 

 

THIS TIME IT’S PERSONAL 

When HaShem spoke the first two commandments at Sinai, 
everyone died and was resurrected. Contrast this to the 
splitting of the sea where people were able to point and say, 
“This is my G-d!” yet no one died. Why is this so? 

R’ Eliyahu Meir Bloch z”l says there is a very key difference. 

At the Reed Sea, people saw something miraculous but they 
didn’t necessarily know what they were seeing. Yes, it was 
Divine, but they didn’t have a full grasp of what they were 
seeing. 

Would you like this sheet each week? E-mail Subscribe to doitfordovid@gmail.com. 

Shavuot is called “Zman Matan Torateinu” – the time of the giving of our Torah. Why 
isn’t this holiday called ‘The Time of the Receiving of the Torah’? 
 

The Kotzker Rebber explained that on that awesome day over 3300 years ago at Mt. 
Sinai, the giving of the Torah occurred – but the receiving of the Torah actually 
takes place each and every day! 



At Sinai, however, it was different because it was the giving of the Torah. Torah is 
something that can be connected to by each person on his or her own level. Whether a 
great genius or a great simpleton, there’s wisdom in the Torah to which they can relate. 
That’s why they died, because the Torah touched them directly and the connection was 
dramatic. 

We celebrate the holiday of Shavuos to commemorate the day we made it personal. 

Now, it’s our job to continue making it personal every day, as it says, “Each day [the Torah] 
shall be new in your eyes,” exciting and fresh and making the personal connection.  

(As heard from Rabbi Moshe Meir Weiss Shlit”a) 

When a Nazir completes the days of his accepted 
Nezirus, he brings a korban olah and a korban chatas.  
If a person had accepted upon himself a higher level of 
stringency in behavior, what sin could he possibly 
have done?  There are several answers to this.   

Rashi explains that it was because he forbade on 
himself things that were permitted.  It is a sin to forbid 
things for no reason.  

The Meshech Chochma states that because of his vows 
against wine, there were other mitzvos he could not 

fulfill.  He could not, for example, make Kiddush or 
Havdala on wine, or drink the four cups of wine on 
Pesach.  Though he had good intentions, he neglected 
other mitzvos and for that he must atone.   

The Ramban gives another explanation that should give us all pause to reflect.  He says 

that when the Nazir accepted the vow upon himself, he reached a new, higher level. 
Because he cannot maintain that elevated status, he must bring a korban to atone for 
going down in the level of his Avodas HaShem. 

A man walked into shul one morning, and as he prepared for davening, he spent several long A man walked into shul one morning, and as he prepared for davening, he spent several long A man walked into shul one morning, and as he prepared for davening, he spent several long A man walked into shul one morning, and as he prepared for davening, he spent several long 

moments gazing into a mirror, turning this way and that to ensure that his Tefillen Shel Rosh moments gazing into a mirror, turning this way and that to ensure that his Tefillen Shel Rosh moments gazing into a mirror, turning this way and that to ensure that his Tefillen Shel Rosh moments gazing into a mirror, turning this way and that to ensure that his Tefillen Shel Rosh 

was perfectwas perfectwas perfectwas perfectly straight.ly straight.ly straight.ly straight.    

The Rabbi noted what the man was doing and approached him.  "My dear fellow," he saidThe Rabbi noted what the man was doing and approached him.  "My dear fellow," he saidThe Rabbi noted what the man was doing and approached him.  "My dear fellow," he saidThe Rabbi noted what the man was doing and approached him.  "My dear fellow," he said,,,,    "it "it "it "it 

is admirable that you take such great pains to ensure that your Tefillen are perfectly straight.  is admirable that you take such great pains to ensure that your Tefillen are perfectly straight.  is admirable that you take such great pains to ensure that your Tefillen are perfectly straight.  is admirable that you take such great pains to ensure that your Tefillen are perfectly straight.  

However, your preparations for prayer would be much moHowever, your preparations for prayer would be much moHowever, your preparations for prayer would be much moHowever, your preparations for prayer would be much more effective if you instead made sure re effective if you instead made sure re effective if you instead made sure re effective if you instead made sure 

that your head was not crooked!"that your head was not crooked!"that your head was not crooked!"that your head was not crooked!"    

FACEBUKER SHABBOS TABLE TALKING POINTS 
Parshas Naso contains the recounting of the inaugural offerings of the princes of each tribe. If you pay 
attention (and probably even if you don’t), you will note that they each brought the same offering. We are 
not allowed to read them at a faster speed – each must get equal time. 

DISCUSS AT YOUR TABLE: Why would each prince bring the same as his predecessor? Why did he not seek to 
differentiate himself? When the second prince brought his offering, why did he simply copy the first prince, thereby setting 
the tone for the offerings? 

Some thoughts: Can two people do the exact same action yet somehow be very different? How?  

What happens when people judge themselves in relation to others? Do their true identities come forth or does it hide who 
they really are? Does HaShem judge us based on how we compare to others? 

Want to sign up to get this Shabbos Table Talk each week?  E-mail us at DoItForDovid@Gmail.com. 


